FORTY      THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
convicts, broken families, forced labour, deaths by tens of
thousands. That is not what I saw in Igarka. And after
all I heard from the kulaks themselves, I believe that it is
not what I would have seen in other places elsewhere. A
woman to whom I gave an account of what we had read
exclaimed: 'Why, is it not enough to be sent away from
your home to a place where you freeze, have to work in a
factory to make a living, and sleep in a house that is not
your own? We think that is bitter enough.*
I had a surprise with the kulaks in Igarka similar to that
with the convicts on the Norilsk-Dudinka railway.    On
the first day I  asked Ostroumova,  the little dictator of
Igarka,  to  write  out a permit for  me  to  speak to the
'prisoners' and perhaps to arrange a meeting in the presence
of some authority.   As nothing of the kind was done, and
as I had my suspicion about the exact meaning of her words,
'If there will be time, there will be a meeting5,1 set out alone
on my search for the exiles.    First rather furtively I asked
this man or the next one where the camp was, whether it
was far away from the town, and when everybody said,
'There is no camp at all5, I took it that they were all in the
silent conspiracy.    Finally, on the fourth or fifth day, a
British  seaman  who was  supervising  the loading of his
steamer in the harbour remarked to me, nodding towards
the Russians working on deck: 'Not bad these chaps—all
exiles—always ask us for drinks.'    Only then did I realize
that the kulaks in Igarka were everywhere, intermingling
with the free workers, living door to door with them, un-
guarded and indistinguishable from them—except, perhaps,
for a different cut and colour of beard and hair and an odd
way of walking that told of southern plains rather than
northern marshes.
cNo need for guards', they told me later. 'We could not
break out. Where could we go? Down the river into the
Arctic Sea? Up the river, against the current and the rapids
for 2000 miles? Or through the roadless taiga or through
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